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Your Web Accessibility Check
Results
https://spad.szczecin.pl/
Did you know accessible websites generally deliver better user experience, enjoy better SEO
results, and have a more positive effect on your bottom line? Check out your results and see how
you can make your site more inclusive.

That's one fine looking site!
Nobody's perfect but you're getting close. Way to go!
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Input field has no description ?
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Issue



Text area has no description ?



Select box has no description ?



Webpage has multiple title elements or no title element ?



Webpage title is missing text ?



Heading is missing text ?



Alternative text for the image is a file name ?



Element ID is not unique ?



Form control label is missing text ?



Use of automatic redirect after a time delay ?



Language of page has not been set ?



WAI-ARIA image is missing alternative text ?

Hide details

Siteimprove Accessiblity gives you full visibility into all of your pages,
links, media ﬁles, PDFs, and content so you can ﬁnd and ﬁx accessibility
issues quickly.

Request a consultation

Make Your Website Work for Everyone
Siteimprove’s automated accessibility checks help you stay one step ahead in maintaining a
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website that every visitor can use effectively.

Automatically Prioritised
Issues

How long would it take to track down all the

Show off your progress with historical graphs. You

With Siteimprove, you don’t have to be an

accessibility issues on your website—even those

can even use them as proof that your organisation

accessibility expert—we pinpoint issues on-page
and in-code and prioritise them for you. Plus, our
integrations allow you to jump right into your CMS
and fix the issue in minutes.

Hours of Time Saved

Progress Reports

you don't know are there? We break issues down

is progressing towards conformity.

into manageable tasks that can be filtered by role

The Siteimprove DCI™ score shows your progress

or responsibilities, saving you countless hours in

at a glance, while customisable dashboards and

your conformance process.

automated reports help keep you on the right

Want to learn more about how web accessibility can help improve your
website’s performance, optimise your user experience, boost SEO
results, and more?

track.

Request a consultation
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